
From: "John P Rankin" <jprankin@knology.net>
To: "Percy B. Keel" <pbk@hiwaay.net>

Date: 3/7/2005 8:52:32 PM
Subject: Re: RSA Trip & Freeman Murder in Madison

Percy --
 
Mary Morris and I had a great time exploring for old cemeteries on the arsenal in cold weather.  I
hope it wasn't too hard on her, but she was well prepared for the temperatures.
 
Mary and I did not find the Looney Cemetery or the other one that she recalled seeing north of
Building 4708.  However, we did find an old house site in the woods north of Building 4708 --
one that was previously unmarked on the historic site maps of the arsenal's Environmental
Office.  Even better, just last Saturday I went back to the arsenal with Patsy Kinney and her
granddaughter Sidney, who are descendants of Thomas J. Owen and Richard Jamar.  While
exploring her ancestral lands in Test Area 3, which runs along the east side of Anderson Road
from its junction with Martin Road, I did in fact find what I believe to be the site of the old
Looney Cemetery.  It will have to be proven by archaeological digs and/or ground penetrating
radar, but I am convinced that I found some adult-sized rectangular depressions where Absalom
Looney Jr. owned the parcel of land at that corner.  The land was later taken from Absalom
Looney in a sheriff's sale (forced judgment) by Harrison Owen (father of Thomas J. Owen, who
married Mary Jamar, daughter of Richard Jamar).  Harrison Owen was already a neighbor (he had
adjoining lands) of Absalom.
 
Patsy and I examined at least one old home site in the area, and 1937 maps show that there were
3 houses in the immediate area.  The location where I perceived the faint grave depressions to be
would certainly fit with Mary Morris' description of what she saw very well.  I'll be going back to
the arsenal offices in the morning to explain my findings to them and to hopefully get them to
schedule the archaeology services to officially verify the location.
 
If it proves out, then at last the Looney Cemetery will again be recognized, after about 50 years
of being "lost".  While I didn't get a lot of other things done that I'd like to have accomplished
last week, I do feel pretty good about finally finding the Looney Cemetery and helping Patsy
Kinney to learn more of her ancestors and to see their lands on the arsenal.
 
Today I gave my 3rd talk to a class at Discovery Middle School, using your yearbooks as part of
the "show and tell".  I can return them now, having no other foreseeable use for them, except
possibly to show Gregg Parker, if he ever decides when he wants to do the story of the School
History CD development.  Since I have not heard from him for many weeks, he has probably
forgotten it, so if you'd like for me to bring them back now, I can do that any time.
 
Walter Camper is here for this week.  He called to say that he wants to get with me to help find
any newspaper stories of the murder of James W. Freeman, who I assume was the one that
Octavia Fletcher wrote about, since he is the only Freeman who was a merchant of that surname
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that I found in the 1880 census of Madison.  He was listed as age 68 in the 1880 census, so I
imagine that he would have been old enough for her to write that he was "old Mr. Freeman", who
was murdered "in his store".  Unfortunately, that doesn't pin down which year he was murdered. 
It could have been later in the year 1880, after the census was taken.  It could also have been
anytime before Octavia got married and moved to Birmingham, since she wrote the story as if
she had witnessed the gathering of the lynch mob and personally observed the unfolding of the
events.  She got married to Dr. John E. Frazier (b. 1855) on June 7, 1898, and they were living in
Birmingham by the time of the 1900 census.
 
Furthermore, in her account of the murder, she mentions that "Syd" (Fletcher) got on a railroad
car and addressed the mob to talk them out of the lynching.  That could not have happened
unless Syd was mature and respected enough by the men of the community to listen to him and
to care about what he said, even when they were angry.  That would not fit for a very young man,
no matter how prominent his folks were.  I had thought that "Syd" was Octavia's brother, but
after checking the 1900 census, it is obvious that Syd was A. S. Fletcher, a lawyer living in
Huntsville, and born in 1833 in Virginia.  Since Octavia's father, Richard M. Fletcher was born in
1831 in Virginia, then Syd had to be Octavia's uncle.  That means that in 1880 he of course
would be old enough (and a good orator, as an attorney) to talk a lynch mob out of acting
hastily.
 
Still, the murder could also have happened anytime between 1898 and 1900, if Octavia stayed in
the area for a couple of years after marrying, or if she came back to visit family during the time of
the murder, or if she actually wrote of things that she heard, rather than what she saw.  However,
since the 1900 census shows Octavia in Birmingham with her husband, and she was shown as
being born in April of 1875, then she would have been only 5 in 1880.  I suspect that she would
not have written about a murder that occurred when she was only 5.  That makes me think that
the event probably occurred when she was maybe around 10 to 20, putting it perhaps in the 1885
to 1895 period.
 
Mr. Freeman (James W.) would have been 88 by 1900, so I doubt that he was running a store
that late in life.  That consideration pushes me back closer to the 1880 period, perhaps allowing 4
or 5 more years of being a storekeeper before he was murdered at possibly around the age of 72
or 73.  Altogether, these considerations are pointing toward 1884 or 1885 as the most likely
years.  I'll try to find time to look through those two years of newspapers at the archives soon,
unless you or Walter or someone else can pin down a better year to check.  I have already
checked Pauline Gandrud's book about Marriage, Death, and Legal Notices in Early Alabama
Newspapers for anything about James W. Freeman, but I found nothing.  I may be able to find a
better account in the Circuit Court Minutes in the archives, so I'll probably check on that first.  It
sure would be nice to have a detailed account of the event in our CD files....
 
John
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